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MISSION STATEMENT
“The Fort Erie ACTIVE Transportation
Committee (FEAT) aims to create a
community that is conducive to safe,
ACTIVE, people powered transportation.”
Get Active, Go Active, Grow Active
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OBJECTIVES
GET ACTIVE
FEAT encourages everyone to engage in a
healthy and ACTIVE lifestyle.

OBJECTIVES
GO ACTIVE
FEAT promotes Active transportation as
an ecological and economical alternative
to the automobile.
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OBJECTIVES
GROW ACTIVE
FEAT works with town staff and elected
officials to build upon Fort Erie’s existing
ACTIVE transportation network and foster
its continued use.

What is active
transportation?
ACTIVE transportation is any people-powered
method of travel, and includes walking or
wheeling, cycling, and even public transit.
An ACTIVE transportation network facilitates
the use of ACTIVE modes of transport, and
incorporates such features as trails,
sidewalks, and cycling lanes.
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How do I get active?
It’s easy!!!
Step 1 - leave the car at home.
Step 2 - walk, wheel, cycle, or connect with
the bus.
The Choice is yours!!!

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Spears/High Pointe & Ridgeway/
Thunder Bay Secondary Plans
Commenting on policy development for
secondary planning.

Community Outreach
Outreach sub-committee collected information
at both Ridgeway festival and farmers market
to obtain public perception concerning Active
Transportation.
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Walk Friendly Ontario Pilot Project
Fort Erie was the smallest community to
participate.
Other communities included:
London
Thunder Bay
Kingston
Hamilton

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Panelist at Complete Streets Forum
Committee member participated in panel
discussion at the Complete Streets Forum,
presented by the Toronto Center For Active
Transportation.
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In development
Strategic Plan
Ongoing Community Outreach &
Education
Monitor Planned Capital Improvements &
New Developments
Promote Trails and Destinations
Promote Accessibility

In development
Walktober
Request Mayor to proclaim October as
Walktober to encourage community
members to use more active means of
transportation & transportation networks.

School Travel Planning
Looking to support implementation of the
recommendations contained within the
School Travel Action Plan.
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MOVING FORWARD
Moving Forward
• FEAT continues to move the strategic
plan forward
• Build on our short term and long term
goals
• Further engage public and provide
promotional materials
• Request a budget allocation of $750.00

Thank you!
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